KAUNDA BHATTA ON THE MEANING
. OF SANSKRIT VERBS (3)*
An English Translation and Annotation
of the Vaiyiikarm:zabhii~at:zasiira,
Chapter 1 with the Introduction
Shivaram Dattatray JosHI
Page 11, line 4.
[Introduction to Verse 10. What would result] if one were to
define [a root] simply [as what is listed in the Dhiitupii(ha] is stated
[asfollows]:
Page 11, lines 5-6.
Verse 10. It will not do [to define root] simply as what is listed,
for this would involve [regarding as roots] the pronoun yii etc.,
and the indeclinables vii etc. This is established in the
Mahiibhii~ya.

Page ll,lines 7-8.
If one defined [root] simply as what is listed [in the
Dhiitupiifha], the pronoun yii would become-a root. And thus, in
the sentence yii}:z pasyasi ('those [feminine] whom you see') the
phoneme ii [of the pronoun yii] would be elided by the rule iito
dhiito}:z (6.4.140).
Notes. In the Dhiitupii(ha the phonemic sequences yii and vii are listed
without reference to their meanings. Thus, under the shorter definition
there would be nothing to prevent one's regarding any yii and vii as
roots. Now, if the pronoun yii were regarded as a root, its accusative
plural would become ya}:z after the type of viSvapa}:z instead of yii}:z.
The rule iito dhiito}:z (6.4.140) says that the final ii of a root stem
elides before bha endings [weak-endings], for example viSvapa}:z [viSva
+ pa +as- viSvap +as = viSvapa}:z], where pii is the root. But if the
condition kriyiiviicitva is added then the pronoun yii and the
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indeclinable vii will be ruled out since they are not denotative of
action.
Page 11, lines 8-10.
But it might be objected that of two [homophonous] words, one
of which is the result of applying a grammatical rule and the
other of which is original, one must select that which is original,
and that therefore the pronominal [form ya] could not be taken [as
a root] since this form results from the application of grammatical
rules. In view of this [possible objection] the author adds [another
instance, namely] vii.
Notes. An application of the paribhii$ii here referred to is furnished by
PaiJ. 2.4.77: gati-stha-ghu-pa-bhubhyab sicab parasmaipad.e$u:
"When active endings follow the roots ga, stha, the ghu roots, pa, and
bhu, [there is elision] of the sibilant of the aorist." Here, the question
arises what is meant by the root pa, that of pibati 'he drinks,' or that
of payati 'he dries.' The answer is that pa 'to drink' is intended
because this is pa in its original form. The original form (the form
found in the Dhatupatha) of the root 'to dry' is pai, which only
becomes pa in certain instances, viz. these covered by PaiJ. 6.1.45 ad
eca upadde' (avagraha) siti: "A shall be substituted for the final
diphthong in [a root] as listed [in the Dhatupatha] when a suffix follows
which does not bear an indicatory s." By the same principle, of the
words ya (original root) and ya (the feminine pronoun which results
from yad by the grammatical rules:
yad + sas = ya + as = ya + tap + as = ya + a + as = yas), only the
first could be intended in the rule defming roots.' Hence, the author
adds another example.
Page ll,lines 10-13.
To the indeclinable vii there would be unwarranted application
[of the term root] because it is listed in the Dhatupafha simply as
this [viz. as the phonemes v + a with no meaning attached], and
so there could be no criterion [for choosing one va rather than
another]. Thus, one might use vati in place of vii [as an
indeclinable] in the sense of alternative. It will not do to say that
the statement [in the Dhatupafha] of the senses 'motion' and
'bearing scent' may furnish a criterion; because reference to the
Bhii$ya, which says that the roots are not specified [as to
meaning], shows that this specification is a modem addition.
Page ll,lines 14-15.
[Introduction to Verse 11.] Now an objection may be raised, that
a root may well be defined as that which is denotative of action
and at the same time that which is listed in the Dhatupafha. But,
here the word action (kriya) means nothing more than the root
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meaning [i.e. result] and does not mean activity. To meet this
objection the author of the verse says:
Notes. The Mimfupsaka now argues to admit the definitions of Pfu).ini
and Patafijali but differs from the grammarian as to the interpretation
of the word action (kriyii).
Page 11, lines 16-17.
Verse 11. That an action should be that which is denoted by a
root and that a root should be that which denotes an action is
clearly a case of mutual dependence. Therefore, it [the word
kriya] should be taken as defined in the Akara [Patafijali's
Bhii~ya].

Page 11, lines 18-21.
If action is that which is denoted by a root and that only, then
an understanding (graha) of action, which is defined as the
denotation of a root, will presuppose an understanding of what a
root is; and an understanding of what root is, since a root is
defined as composed of denotativeness of action limited by
actionness [i.e. is defined as that which denotes an x such that x is
an action] will presuppose an understanding of what an action is.
[The text of the verse] should be explained thus by supplying the
word 'understanding.' If it is taken simply as it is then it would
be inappropriate, for mutual dependence is admitted to be
opposed to reason only in regard to origination and understanding.
Notes. Mutual dependence (anyonyiisraya) is one of the five types of
hypothetical reasoning (tarka) recognized by the Navya Nyaya as
useful for attaining truth by the indirect method of invalidating a
judgment. However, not all cases of mutual dependence invalidate a
judgment. When I press my hands together the left ha.I!d rests on the
right and the right hand on the left. This is a case of mutual
dependence in position (sthitau) and is acceptable. Only where the
mutual dependence is in regard to origination (utpattau), e.g. 'A alone
causes B and B alone causes A,' or in regard to acknowledge or
understanding [jfiaptau], e.g. 'A alone gives rise to a knowledge of B
and B alone gives rise to a knowledge of A,' does the mutual
dependence invalidate the judgment. Hence, Kau~~a Bhatta, logician
that he is, is not satisfied with the general statement of mutual
dependence in the verse, but supplies the word 'understanding' to
show that the case in question is of an invalidating type of mutual
dependence.
Page 11, lines 21-22.
It cannot be argued that being a root means being any one [of
the phonemic sequences listed in the Dhatupiifha] because then
the rule bhuviidayo dhiitaval) would be meaningless. Having this
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in mind the author of the verse says 'It should be taken etc.'
[Therefore action should be understood] as a continuum of
activities and the term root is to be defined as denotative of action
and at the same time listed in the Dhiitupiifha.
Page 11, lines 23-26.
Objection: - Let us defme a root as that which is mentioned in
the Dhiitupiifha and the same time which is denotative of any one
of several result portions [of the total verbal denotations], as for
example, existence [sattii] etc. Since [these specific results] are
denoted by roots it would be quite appropriate that it is they which
are referred to by the word kriyii (action) in the Bhii~ya.
Answer: This is wrong, because among the specific results it
will be necessary to include 'alternative' (vikalpa) since we have
the usage vikalpayati ('He offers a choice'), and then the
defmition will be too wide in the manner shown above because it
will be applicable to the indeclinable va which denotes that sense
[viz. alternative] and at the same time is mentioned in the
Dhiitupiifha.
Notes. In the piirvapak~in's statement, the word portion (arrzsa) in the
phrase phaliirrzsa is misleading because, according to the Mimfu:!Isakas,
the root denotes a result alone and not activity and thus result cannot
be a portion of the root meaning. Kam.,19-a Bhaga in his
Vaiyiikara7Jabhusa7Jasiira does not use the word. He says:
sarvaphaliiny anyatamatvena dr~fvii tadviicakatve sati ga7Japafhitatvam eva sutriirthal:z kalpyatiim iti pariistam.
The Mimaip.saka argues that if it is required that the term root be
defmed semantically it can still be defined as a word listed in the
Dhiitupii(ha which is at the same time denotative of result. The
M!m~sakas mean to say that they will enumerate all the words
which are intended to be called roots and enumerate all the results and
they will define the term root in the above manner.
They further claim that not only they but also Patafijali refers to the
result sattii by the word action (kriyii, cf. Patafijali under PiiiJ. 1.3.1 ).
The grammarians object to this definition because it will be still
applicable to the indeclinable vii.
It is worth nothing that in his Vaiyiikara7Jabhu~a7Jasiira, Kaul)9-a
Bhatta offers an alternative explanation of this verse. In his second
interpretation, he takes the first part of it as a Mimatp.sa objection.
Thus: The grammarians' defmition of kriyiitva as dhiitvarthatva and
dhiitutva as kriyiirthatii is mutually dependent. Accordingly, the
Mimatp.sa doctrine is better, viz. that action is denoted by the tin
suffix. To this, the grammarian says: no; better leave kriyii as it is
defined by Patafijali.
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Page ll,lines 27-30.
[Introduction to Verse 12.] Now one might raise the objection
that if the root is supposed to denote action then roots like as (to
be) etc. which are not denotative of action would not be termed
roots, since when we say asti (he is), the meaning action [i.e.
process composed of activities] is not cognized. To meet this
objection the author of the verse says:
Verse 12. Even in the case of the root as etc. where a part of
the agent is [intended to be understood as] to be accomplished
there is certainly present a productive operation (bhiivana); but
this [operation] does not reveal itself in the same way [i.e. it is not
readily apparent as in the case of transitive roots] because it is not
subservient to anything elsewhere [i.e. it dose not appear in a
relation of subserviency to anything other than the agent.]
Notes. All roots, transitive and intransitive, denote action, but whereas
in intransitive roots the object of the productive operation (bhiivanii) is
different from the agent, in intransitive roots it is the same. Hence, the
statement that in the roots as etc. the productive operation is not
subservient to anything else than the agent itself. In such cases, the
real nature of bhiivanii (productive operation) is obscured.
In general, in connection with verbs, the actor is an accomplished
entity while that which is acted upon is unaccomplished. There, thus
arises a difficulty of explaining intransitive constructions, where agent
and object are one. How can the same entity be both accomplished and
unaccomplished? The answer furnished by the grammarians and the
Mimarp.sakas is that one may conceive of an intransitive agent as
composed of various parts or aspects, some of which are accomplished
while others are not. Such an agent has not yet attained its full form
and is undergoing a process of which there are three stages: beginning,
maintenance and completion. The parts which are so far accomplished
stand as agent while the unaccomplished parts stand as object to the
productive operation. The distinction is a subtle one and not
immediately apparent.
Anyatriise$abhiiviit: - Se$abhiiva is a technical term in Mimarp.sa
denoting the relation between subsidiary part (se$a = miga =
pariirtha), that which is subservient to something else) and that which
possesses the subsidiary part (se$in = pradhiina). Since an agent
performs own action in order to bring about a desired result, the action
may be termed subsidiary (se$a) to both agent and object. In the case
of intransitive roots, since agent and object are the same, the action is
not subservient to any other entity than the agent.
Page 12, lines 1-2.
'In the case of the root as etc.': in the case of as, bhu etc.
'When a part of the agent': When a portion of of agent. 'To be
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accomplished:' intended to be understood as to be accomplished.
'Is certainly present': is certainly cognized.
Page 12, lines 2-4.
Furthermore, we do cognize an action favourable to the result
'existence' from such a usage as where to the question "Has he
moved away or not?", one is answered "He remains with great
effort." Action is still more clearly cognized when we [use the root
as to] to transmit a meaning of 'was produced': for example,
"Rohita was from [i.e. was produced from] Lohita and his son was
Dhundhu."
Notes. An answer should be appropriate to its question. If a question
investigates an activity on the part of that agent, its answer must refer
to some particular activity on the part of that agent. Thus, according to
KauJ).9a Bhana the above answer 'he remains' (ti~thati) refers to an
action.
Page 12, lines 4-6.
And further, if an action were not [denoted by roots like as]
then there would be no specification [of action] by the suffixes fat
etc. [i.e. action would not be specified as past, present, and
future], because the suffixes laf etc. are prescribed when it is
action that is intended to be specified as present etc. This we get
from the Viikyapadfya* also
Time distinguishes action and number distinguishes all [viz. both
nominal and verbal meanings].
Page 12, lines 6-12.
Now one might question why action is not clearly cognized from
the verb asti. To meet this question the author of the verse says:
'anything elsewhere etc.' 'Because it does not appear subservient
to anything else' means because the action has the same
substratum as the result. And the sameness of substratum of an
action with its result is an obstacle to the clarity of the action. One
might object that at this rate [i.e. if the verb asti really denotes an
action], just as to the question "What is he doing" one may answer
"He is cooking", just so one might answer "He is." But we
welcome the conclusion suppose a man on the verge of death and
with reference to him some one asks "What is he doing?" The
answer "He is [he exists]" would be approved [as meaningful] by
everyone. In other contexts when it is certain that a man is in
good health, the question "What is he doing?" will refer only to
* This verse is not found in the present available edition of the Viikyapadiya.
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some specific action like cooking, and from this limitation of
context the answer "He is" will not be used.
Page 12, lines 13-16.
[Introduction to Verse 13.] Now one might object that a
productive operation invariably has some result and that which is
the substratum of a result is called an object [karma].
Accordingly, if all roots denote an action, then all roots must be
transitive. To meet this objection the following verse is given.
Verse 13. When its activity and result reside in the same
substratum a root is intransitive, when they reside in different
substrata it is called transitive.
Notes. The result and activity are dharmas [properties] and the
substrata of these properties are called dharmins [property- possessors]
i.e. either agents or objects. Thus, the word dharmi-bhede means when
the substrata of the result and activity are different.
Page 12, lines 17-19.
[The phrase] 'in the same substratum' means 'in the same
substratum and there only,' that is to say, when they [viz. an
activity and a result] do not reside in different substrata.
Therefore, 'in the case of the root gam etc., although the result [as
well as the activity] resides in the agent still our defmition [of
intransitive] is not so wide [as to apply the root gam].
'Intransitive': for example, bhu etc. The meaning is that when
they [viz. an activity and a result] have different substrata the root
is transitive.
Notes. The Indian grammarians regard verbs of motion like gam as
transitive verbs. The word miitra must therefore be inserted in the
defmition of intransitive roots; otherwise the defmition would apply to
verbs like gam. To explain: - In the sentence maitro griimarrz gacchati
('Maitra goes to the village') Maitra is the substratum of activity,
while the result namely the conjunction of Maitra with the village, has
two substrata, Maitra and the village. The quality (gu~a) conjunction
(sarrzyoga) is peculiar in this respect that it always resides in a pair of
substances. Thus, in the sentence maitro griimarrz gacchati both
activity and result reside in a single substratum, maitra. But the result
does not reside there and there only. It resides also in the village.
Hence, the insertion of the word miitra ('and there only') makes the
definition of intransitive roots inapplicable to verbs of motion like gam.
Page 12, lines 20-22.
And this is stated in the Viikyapadiya: He who maintains the self
by means of the self is said to exist. The root as is not transitive
by [its having ] an object [viz. the self], because the object is
included [in the meaning of the root].
7
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See Viik. III. page 120.
Notes. It is clear from Bhartrhari's verse that he considered the root as
to denote action, viz. ;vadhiirm:ziinukft.lavyiipiira}:z, an activity
favourable to one's maintaining oneself, where the part svadhiiralJa
(one's maintaining oneself) is the result. Thus, the root as denotes the
same meaning as the root bhr with one difference, that the root as
includes its object (self) in its meaning, which makes it intransitive,
whereas the root bhr does not. In other words, the root as means
svadhiira1Jiinukft.lavyapiira}:z, whereas the root bhr means dhiira1Jiinukft.lavyiipiira}:z. In the case of the root as the 'maintaining' must not
be of something other than the agent, while in the case of the root bhr
the 'maintaining' or 'holding' may be of the agent or of the object;
e.g. iitmii iitmiinarrz bibharti or maitro vastrarrz bibharti.
Page 12, lines 23-28.
'He who maintains etc': By this the intention is [to show] that
here also [in the case of asti as well as in the case of transitive
verbs] an activity is apprehended, [namely, an activity] favourable
to the maintenance of oneself. But by its [having an] object [viz.
the self] the root as does not become transitive, because [the
object] is included in the meaning of the root; that is to say,
because the activity has the same substratum as does that part of
the meaning [of as] which is the result. In such a case 'he knows
the self,' 'he desires the self' etc. we have two different selves,
the bodily self and the inner self or soul.' One should explain the
transitive use of the roots Una, i$ etc.] in such cases by reference
to different substrata [of the activity and result] after the manner
stated by the Bhii$ya on the rule karmavat karma1Jii [PiilJ. 3.1.87]
viz. that the inner self does those acts by which the bodily self
experiences happiness and suffering.
Notes. The piirvapak~in raises the difficulty that the transitive use of
the rootjfia etc. in such a sentence as atma iitmiinarrz jiiniiti ('the self
knows the self') would be incorrect according to the definition,
because the action which produces the result knowledge and the result
knowledge, have one and the same substratum viz. the self (O.tmii).
The siddhantin answers that the self which is the agent is different
from the self which is the object owing to differences of limitation
(upiidhi). The self limited by the adjunct body is the object and it is
the substratum of the result knowledge, while the self limited by the
adjunct innemess is the agent and is the substratum of the activity.
Thus, the activity and the result have different substrata.
Page 13, lines 1-2.
[Introduction to Verse 14.] Objection:- If an action, which is not
a substance, were to be the denotation of a root, then the same
meaning would be cognised from a word like piika [which is
8
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formed by adding a krt suffix to the root pac]. It will not do to
answer that this is a desirable conclusion, because it is in
contradiction to the Bhii~ya, which says that an action denoted by
a krt suffix appears like a substance. To meet this objection the
following verse is given.
Notes. "Non-substantial (asatvabhuta) action" means action in process
or durative action [see explanation given in following section of quotes]
which lacks gender and number. Substance (satva) is defined as
lingasalflkhyiinvitam, 'that which has gender and number.' Compare
Viikyapadiya*
Kriyii na yujyate lingakriyiiniidhiirakiirakai}J I
asatvariipatii tasyii dvayam eviivadhiiryatiim II
An action is not construed with the meaning gender and it is not
construed [as a kiiraka] with kiirakas other than those which are
substrata of action. Its being non-substantial may be specified as this
pair of features. Kriyiidhiira = phaliisraya or vyiipiiriisraya = kartr or
karma. Therefore, kriyiidhiirakiiraka = kartrkarmakiiraka and kriyiiniidharakiiraka = other than kartrkarmakiiraka.
Page 13, lines 3-4.
Verse 14 [Original sense.] As in the case of a word which is a
finite verb there is, by means of its two constituents, a meaning
pattern of siidhya [denoted by the base form] and siidhana
[denoted by the suffix, assumed] in the science [of grammatical
description], just so a similar succession [of meanings, i.e. siidhya
by the base form and siidhana by the suffix] is to be assumed also
in the case of a word ending in [a krt suffix such as] ghafi.
Notes. The verse is taken from Bharl:fhari [Viik. III. kriyiisamuddesa,
p. 331]. I have translated it according to HeHiraja, a commentator on
the Viikyapadiya, whom Kaul).<;la Bhaga refers to as Vivaral).akara.
Kaul).g.a Bhaga' s explanation, as will be seen below, is more elaborate
and misrepresents the original intention. Bharlfhari means to say that in
the verb pacati the root morpheme denotes siidhya action, i.e. action in
process or durative, and the suffix tin denotes siidhana i.e. that which
is not in process and can act as a setter-in-motion of process. In pacati,
of course, tin denotes an agent. By the latter half of the verse, he
means that, in a word like piika, which ends in the krt suffix ghafi, the
root morpheme denotes action in process and the suffix ghafi denotes
that which is not in process and can act as a siidhana. In dr~tiinta and
diir~fiintika the point is the same: that the root denotes action in process
and the suffix denotes siidhana.
If he had not been drawing an analogy, Bharl:fhari might have used
the word siddha with reference to ghafi. Siddha action is action in
* This verse, according to the comm., is quoted from the Viikyapadiya but not found in the present
available texts of the Viikyapadiya.
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which the process is already accomplished or frozen. In some passages
Bhartrhari contrasts siidhya with siddha and in others he contrasts
siidhya with siidhana. The difference between the two contrasts in less
than may appear. He defines the word siidhana as kriyii1Jiim
abhini~pattau siimarthyalfl siidhanalfl vidu~ ( Viik. Ill, sadhanasamu.
p. 173: Siidhana is that which is capable of bringing the action into
being.) But only well-established accomplished entities are capable of
serving as a siidhana or instrument. On the other hand, that which is
siddha or accomplished action has the characteristics of siidhana
because accomplished action is a substance and is thus always capable
of being used as an instrument of action in process, e.g. piikena
k~udhiilfl samayati. So much for the original meaning of the verse.
KauJ?9-a Bhatta explains the verse quite differently: He begins by
comparing this verse of the Viikyapadfya with fourth verse that
follows in the same text.
Mrgo dhiivati pasyeti siidhyasiidhanarilpatii I
tathii vi~ayabhedena saraJJasyopapadyate II
In the first half of this verse, Bhartrhari used the word siidhya and
siidhana with reference to the two verbs pa§ya and dhiivati, for
dhiivati has assumed the form of a kiiraka, namely the object of the
action pasya which is in process.
Returning now to the verse Akhyiitasabde etc, KauJ?9-a Bha!!a
proceeds to interpret the word iikhyiitasabda not as a karmadharaya
compound: iikhyiita~ sabda~ iikhyiitasabda~, but as a bahuvrfhi
compound iikhyiite sabdau yasmin. Thus, the word means a sentence
in which two verbs are used. Next, the word bhiigabhyiim, says
KauJ?9-a Bhatta, does not mean the two parts of a verb but two verbs
which form parts of a sentence; e.g. a sentence like pruya mrgo
dhiivati. Thus, the translation of the verse Akhyatasabde etc. according
to KauJ?9-a Bhana will be as follows.
Verse 14. [AccordingtoKalll).9-aBhana]. Just as in a sentence having
two verbs there is, by means of these two parts, a meaning pattern of
siidhya [denoted by the one verb] and siidhana [i.e. siddha action
denoted by the other verb, assumed] in the science [of grammatical
description], just so, a similar succession [of meanings i.e. siidhya by
the base form and siidhana by the suffix] is to be assumed also in the
case of words ending in [lq1] suffixes such as ghaii.
According to KauJ?9-a Bhana. in the sentence pasya mrgo dhiivati,
the action of seeing is action in process (siidhya) because it is construed
as a kiiraka with another word. [cf. Vaiyiikara1Jabh~a1Ja, page 59].
The action of running is siidhana because it is not construed as the
object (karma-kiiraka cf. on p. 4, lines 22-27 notes) with the verb
pasya. Similarly, in the word piika, which ends in the suffix ghaii, the
root pac denotes siidhya action because it is not construed as a kiiraka
with another word, and the suffix ghaii denotes siidhana i.e. siddha
action because it is construed as a kiiraka with another word; e.g. piiko
10
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bhavati, where the action denoted by the suffix ghafi stands as the
agent of action of becoming.
Kau~:u;IaBhattarejects the Vivaral).akara's explanation on the ground
that the dr~!iinta does not there tally with diir~{iintika. According to
the Vivar3J)ak3.ra, in the dr~{iinta we have siidhya-siidhanabhiiva
between the action and the kiiraka while in the diir~{iintika we have
siidhyasiidhanabhiiva between two actions. Thus, in the dr~!iinta the
word siidhana means kiiraka while in the diir~{iintika it means siddha
action. Therefore, the dr~tiinta does not fit the diir~{iintika.
But, I think Kaul)ga Bhana has done wrong to refute the
Vivaral)akara's explanation. There is no invariable rule that all the
points observed in a dr~!iinta must tally exactly with those of the
diir~{iintika. Moreover, Kauf)ga Bhana's explanation of the words
iikhyiitasabda and bhiigiibhyiim is fantastic.

Page 13, lines 5-8.
"In a [sentence] having two verbs": in such a sentence as paSya
mrgo dhiivati. "By means of the two parts": by means of the two
verbs. The explanation of the phrase given by the Vivaral)akara,
viz., 'by means of the base form and the suffix' is a wrong
explanation since in the verb pacati etc. also we have two parts
[but we do not there have an action serving as siidhana].
"Meaning pattern of siidhya and siidhana": this is to be
understood in the order expressed [i.e. the meaning siidhya as
applying to the base form and the meaning siidhana as applying
to the suffix]. Action in process (siidhyatvam) means having a
nature which in no case gives rise to expectation of further action
[cf. notes on page 2, lines 12-14]. Being a siidhya means being
construed as a kiiraka with another word.
Page 13, lines 8-11.
"Just so in the case of a word ending in the suffix": The stage of
action in process is denoted by the base form [i.e. root]. The stage
of siidhana is denoted by the suffix [ghafi etc.]. The difference
[between the siddha action denoted by the suffix ghafi etc. and
that denoted by a verb like dhiivati in the sentence paSya mrgo
dhiivati etc.] is only this. The [siddha] action presented by the
suffixes ghafi etc. is construed with gender and number [for
instance the word piika/:t] and is construed as a kiiraka with
another word [for instance, piiko bhavati where the siddha action
denoted by the suffix ghafi is the agent of the action of
becoming.] But the [siddha] action denoted by a verb [like dhiivati
in the sentence pasya mrgo dhiivati etc.] is not like this [viz., it
has no gender and number but it is construed as a kiiraka with
another word]. Thus, [although the analogy does not tally
completely owing to the difference above mentioned,] still, it
11
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should be considered that the resemblance between illustration
[dr~fanta] and that for which illustration is adduced [dar~tantika] is
effected by just [the common characteristic, namely,] the
capability of being construed as a kiiraka with another word.
Page 13, lines 11-17.
It should not be argued that there is no evidence for root's
denoting durative action (tatha = sadhyatvena) when it is
followed by ghafi. This is the proof: that the object adana is put in
the genitive case in the phrase adanasya pakal} [the cooking of
rice]. It will not do to say that the genitive case is construed with a
finite verb bhavati which is to be supplied, because the genitive
case is prescribed [to the object] by the rule kartrkarmaiJaiJ lqti
Pal). 2.3.65] only if it [the object] is construed with a verb ending
in a krt suffix. And further, the rule na lakiivyayani~fhakhal
arthatrnam [2.3.69] prohibits the use of the genitive when [the
object stands] in construction with a substitute of Ia [e.g. with a tin
suffix]. In like manner, the usage kii~fhail} piikal} ['cooking by
means of fagots'] is justified and is acceptable. So also the portion
[of meaning which denotes] result is something which has not
reached the state of substance and is denoted by the root. This is
how one may use the phrase stakarrz pakal} ['cooking a little bit']
just as one uses the phrase stakarrz pacati [he cooks a little bit].
Notes. If it is assumed that the root does not denote sadhya action apart
from the frozen (siddha) action denoted by the suffix ghafi, then the
genitive case after the word adana [in the phrase adanasya pakal}],
which shows that the rice is the object, cannot be justified. A kiiraka is
instrumental in bringing about only durative action (sadhya), not
frozen action (siddha). Therefore, to justify the kiiraka relation
denoted by the genitive in the phrase 'adanasya pakal}' we have to
admit that the action denoted by the root is durative.
KartrkarmaiJoiJ lqti, Pii1J. 2.3.65: "[The genitive case-ending is
appended] to [a word denoting] an object or agent [when such a word is
construed] with a word ending in a krt suffix." e.g. kr~IJasya /q'til},
·~~a's doing' (where Kr~J?.a is the agent of the doing), jagatal} karta
kr~r;al}, ·~~a, creator of the world' (where world is the object of
creation).
Na lakavyayani~fhakhalarthatrnam, PaiJ. 2.3.69: "[The genitive
case-ending is] not [appended to a word denoting an object or agent
when such a word is construed] with Ia [i.e. a verb or verbal
participle], the suffix uka, an indeclinable, the suffixes kta and
ktavatu, the khalartha suffixes and the suffix trn." Thus, the usage
adanasya pacati is wrong. Stokarrz piikal}: - In the phrase stokarrz
pakal} (cooking a little bit, i.e. to a small extent) the word stokam is
used in the accusative, which shows that it is the object [karmakiiraka],
and it is connected with the becoming soft [viklitti] of the food as is
12
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shown by the semantic analysis: stokabhinna-viklity-anukiilo
vyapara/J.. But, if the result denoted by the root were frozen action
(siddha) and not durative then the object stoka would not be
connected with the result, for the rule is that the kiirakas can be
connected only with that which is cognized as durative.
Bhar1:fhari in his Vakyapadfya [ill. Kriyasamu. pp. 330-332] asks
how one and the same action [e.g. as denoted by the root pac and the
suffix ghafi] can be termed both sadhya and. siddha. He answers that
one and the same action may appear in different forms by its relation
to other entities. When the action is connected with the karakas it
appears as sadhya, when it is connected with another action or when it
functions itself as a kiiraka, it appears as siddha. Thus, one and the
same action cannot be called sadhya and siddha with reference ~o the
same entity, but may be sadhya and siddha with reference to different
entities.
Page 13, line 18.
[Introduction to Verse 15.] In the following verse [the author]
clarifies the same point.
Page 13, lines 19-20.
Verse 15. There [viz. in a noun ending in the suffixes ghafi etc.]
activity in its durative aspect is associated with the root portion,
while its frozen aspect is associated with the suffixes ghafi etc.
Notes. 1) Sadhyatvena = sadhyasvariipb:zf,
2) dhaturupanibandhana- dhaturuparrz nibandhanaTfl pratipadakarrz
yasyaiJ. sa dhiiturilpanibandhana kriya.
Page 13,lines 21-22.
It should not be objected that there is no evidence that the
suffixes ghafi etc. denote activity in its frozen aspect, for this is
the evidence: that upon pakaiJ. ['cooking'] being spoken we see
that there arises an expectancy [of another word such as] 'comes
into being', 'arises', '[is] destroyed.' We have already stated that
this expectancy of another activity does not arise in the case of
that [aspect of activity] presented by a verbal root.
Notes. For Ka~qa Bhana's definition of siddhatva (frozen aspect) in
terms of expectancy see notes on page 2, lines 12-14.
Page 13, lines 22-25.
And further, such a construction as stokaiJ. pakaiJ. [a small
amount of activity favourable to the becoming soft of food] would
be wrong [unless it is admitted that the suffixes ghafi etc. denote
frozen action]. This is why words like stoka take the accusative
case when they are construed with the meaning of a verbal root,
but take the nominative case and masculine gender when they are
13
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construed with the meaning of [suffixes such as] ghaii. Thus, to
justify this [construction, viz. stoka~ piika~ one must admit a
function denotative [of action in its frozen aspect] as belonging to
the suffixes ghaii etc. Hereby the view of the modem Naiyayikas
is refuted that suffixes such as ghaii etc. [have no semantic
function but] are used merely for constructional purposes [since
grammar does not sanction the independent usage of a stem.]
Notes. Kaunda Bhatta makes a semantic distinction between the
construction ·stoka~ paka~, .. a small amount of cooking," and stokaJ?1
piika~, 'cooking to a small extent.' In the first case, stoka is
syntactically connected with the suffix ghaii, which denotes activity in
its frozen aspect; in the second case with the root pac, which denotes
durative activity. Durative activity is asatvabhuta: void of number and
gender. Therefore, when stoka is construed with pac it takes no
specific gender or number. Its ending -am here is not to be regarded as
denoting neuter gender and singular number, but is simply a formal or
constructional appendage made necessary by the rule that a
substantive cannot be used without suffix. On the other hand, frozen
activity (siddhakriyii) is satvabhuta, i.e. possesses number and gender.
Hence, when stoka is construed with the suffix ghaii it takes masculine
gender and whatever number is appropriate: stoka~ piika~, stokau
piikau etc.
The above goes to show that contrary to the Navyanyaya opinion [cf.
AkhyiitCISaktiviida, p. 70.] the suffixes such as ghaii have a semantic
function and what they denote is frozen activity.
Page 13, lines 25-26; Page 14, lines 1-2.
One should not argue that the usage stoka~ piika~ takes place
when [the word stoka is] in construction with that which is
presented by the denotative function which belongs to the [whole]
word ending in the suffix ghaii. For it is cumbrous to suppose that
the denotative function is bound to the whole sequence [of the
base form plus suffix] of the word ending in the suffix ghaii and
furthermore our assumption of the above-mentioned denotative
function of the suffixes ghaii etc. is based on the authority of
[PID;tini's] rules. Likewise, when the Bhii$ya says that [activity]
denoted by the suffix krt [appears as substance] it is with the
thought in mind that the [above-mentioned] denotative function
belongs to the suffix ghaii [and not to a whole word]. Hence, the
Bhii$ya is not contradictory to our theory.
Notes. According to the Darpa1Ja, KauJ).~a Bhana here refutes the view
of the author of the Kiitantraparisi${a. That author holds the view that
the root portion, in the words piilca~ etc. is denotative of durative action
while the ghaiianta word taken as a whole is denotative of frozen
action. The view is cumbrous because it is simpler to assign the
denotative function to the suffix ghaii which is a simple entity and
14
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common to the words piika, yiiga etc. rather than to the whole words,
which are complex and mutually different units.
A to na tad virodha/J: - This is meant to refute the contradiction pointed
out by the objector in the introductory remarks to the previous verse.
Page 14, lines 3-4.
[Introduction to Verses 17-18.] Now, only if there is a rule that
the kiirakas must be construed with productive operation (=
durative activity) can one establish the fact that in piika as well
[as in a fmite verb like pacati] there is a denotation of productive
operation compatible with [its taking] an objective genitive [such as
odanasya piikaiJ,: 'the cooking of rice']. But where is that rule?
The author of the verses now answers this doubt.
Page 14, lines 5-6; Page 15, lines 5-6.
Verse 16. 1) A word ending in the vocative case, 2) suffixes
having the sense of the suffix /q1vas, 3) the kiirakas, 4) the first
suffix Vati, 5) a word put together [with a suffix] that falls under
the governing rule dhiitusarrzbandhe pratyayii/J, 6) uncompounded nan.
Verse 17. (7) [the locative absolute] prescribed by the rule
yasya ca bhiivena and (8) [the genitive of contempt] prescribed
by the rule of ~~thf ca: Proper construction of these eight types is
specified as only with [durative] activity.
Page 14, lines 7-11.
A word ending in the vocative is construed with [a word
denotative of] activity, for this accords with the loss of uddiitta
accent in such sentences as tvarrz brilhi devadatta ['tell it, Oh
Devadatta'], this loss being prescribed by [the Viirtika]
samiinaviikye nighiita-~madasmadiidesii/J [to such vocatives]
only [as fall] in the same sentence [with a preceding word]. And
this is stated in the Viikyapadfya also, [cf. IT p. 69]:
"Every vocative is a qualifier of an activity, for only thus can
there be loss of accent in the sentence vrajiini Devadatta ['Oh
Devadatta, I will go']."
Notes. Two rules of P~ini, verbally identical but differing in meaning,
apply to the Vedic accent of vocatives. PiilJ. 6.1.198 iimantritasya ca
means "[the first syllable] of a vocative also [takes udiitta accent]."
PiilJ. 8.1.19 iimantritasya ca means "also [there is no udiitta accent] of
a vocative [when it follows another word and does not stand :first in a
verse]." To the second rule, the Viirtika adds the proviso samiinaviikye
etc: "it should be stated that loss of accent and the substitution for
yu~mad and asmad occcur [only when the word to be altered stands] in
the same sentence [with a preceding word]." Thus, in the following:
15
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odanaTfl paca, tava bhavi~yati: "cook the rice; it will be for you," one
cannot substitute te for tava (a form of yu~mad), it not being in the
same sentence with the word that precedes it. By the same Viirtika we
can infer from tvaTfl brflhi devadatta, if devadatta is accentless, that
bhuhi forms part of one sentence with it. This in tum implies that
devedatta is to be construed with brflhi since a sentence demands
construction and there is nothing else to construe it with.
According to Bharl:fhari, vocatives belong to the category of adverbs.
And ~yaraja, commentator on the Viikyapadiya divides adverbs into
two kinds: Those that are in syntactical agreement with a word of
activity and those that are not. To the first kind belongs stokam etc. in
such phrases as stokaTfl pacati. It is used in the neuter accusative
singular. To the other kind belong the vocatives. In the phrase
devadatta vrajiini: "Oh Devadatta, I will go," devaddata is not in
syntactic agreement with the verb vrajiini. Its re~ation is shown by the
syntactic analysis devadattii mantra7Javise~itii vrajanakriyii: an activity
of going, qualified by [the activity of] addressing Devadatta. Cf.
PuJ)yaraja on Viik. II p. 69.
Other explanations have been given of the relation between vocative
and verb. In this Vaiyiikara7Jabhil.Ja7Ja (P. 64) KauJ)<;la Bhana remarks
that some people consider it a subject-predicate relation (uddesyavidheyabhiiva). In such a sentence as devadatta vrajiini, Nagesa and
his followers supply the verb jiinihi "know!"
Page 14, lines 12-16.
Now, in such an expression as "(that] he cooks comes into being,
Oh Devadatta!" loss of accent still takes place, since this forms a
single sentence according to the method of both Sutra and
Bhii~ya. By forming the Sutra, tifrtiatinab [8 .1.28] Pl'i.J)ini
recognizes that a single sentence may contain more than one fmite
verb. On the other hand, [loss of accent in such an expression
does] not [take place] in the opinion of the author of the Viirtika,
who says that a sentence can contain only one finite verb.
Actually however, as has been shown by Helaraja in his comment
[on the Viikyapadiya] and by me in my VaiyiikaraiJabh~alJa, the
meaning of the Viirtika is that a sentence contains only one
qualificand or predominant verb. Accordingly, it should be
understood that even in the opinion of Viirtika loss of accent takes
place in such an expression as the above,
Notes. KauJ)<;}a Bhana's argument here is singularly inept, for loss of
accent on devadatta must take place whether pacati bhavati
devadatta be regarded as one sentence or two. All that the Viirtika on
PiilJ. 8.1.19 requires is that the de-accent vocative occur in one
sentence with the word that precedes it. Even regarding pacati
bhavati devadatta as two sentences devadatta must occur in the same
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sentence with bhavati since the grammarians do not recognize the
possibility of a vocative forming a sentence by itself.
Ti1i1iati1ial}: "A finite verb [loses its accent] when it follows a word
which is not a finite verb." KauJ)cJ.a Bhana infers from this that
according to P3J)ini a fmite verb may also follow a verb within a single
sentence.
Page 14, lines 16-18.
"suffixes having the sense of the suffix lqtvas": because by the
rule kriyiibhyavrttigar.zane lqtvasuc it is stated that such words are
correctly employed [only] if construed with [a word denoting]
activity. In the rule, the word abhyiivrtti means· 'recurrence';
when such is to be indicated the suffix is used.
Notes. SamkhyiiyiiiJ kriyiibhyavrttigar.zane lqtvasuc, Piir.z. 5.4.17:
"After a numeral which is employed to count the recurrences of an
activity [one employs] the suffix lqtvasuc." For example, paficalq-tvo
bhulikte.

Page 14, lines 18-21.
"The kiirakas etc.": Because the prescriptions concerning
kiirakas fall under the adhikiira sutra 1.4.23 •kiirake'. [In that
sutra] the word kiiraka means activity (kriyii) because of its
etymology, viz. 'that which makes (or is responsible for) the
function (or office of) agent, object etc.' Thus, in the rules which
follow and which prescribe the function ablation etc., since it is
necessary [in each case] to repeat the word kiiraka which means
activity, each function (saT{ljfia) can belong only to that which is
construed with activity. This is clearly stated in the Bhii~ya.
Notes. The word kiiraka has a conventional technical sense and also an
etymological sense. The conventional sense is 'one of the six relational
descriptions listed as kartii, karma, karar.za, saT{lpradiina, apiidiina,
adhikarar.za, which are instrumental in bringing about an activity.
P31)ini does not defme the word in this sense. He simply lists the
relations involved viz., object, agent etc. under the heading kiirake
(1.4.23). This word kiirake is an adhikiirasutra, an aphorism which is
to be repeatedly understood with the rules which follow. Now, the
word kiirake in the adhikiirasiltra bears not the conventional sense but
the etymological sense, viz. 'that which makes (or is responsible for)
the function (saT{ljfia) of object, agent etc.' (yat karoti kartrkarmiidivyapadesan tat kiirakam). In this etymological sense kiiraka is
synonymous with kriyii (activity). That is used in 1.4.23 in its
etymological sense is shown by its being used in the locative absolute.
Thus, to take a rule which falls under this adhikiira, we must interpret
1.4.49 [kiirake] kartur fpsitatimaT{l karma to mean "[when there is
activity] that which is chiefly sought by the agent is 'the object."' i.e.
that which is chiefly sought by the agent and is in construction with a
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word denoting activity is 'the object.' Had the word kiiraka in 1.4.23
borne the conventional rather than the etymological sense, it would
have been used in the nominative and would have resulted in kiirakam
fpsitatamarrz karma: "'The object' is a kiiraka" in 1.4.49.
Such is Kaui_lqa Bhana's intetpretation, which differs from that of
the Kiisikii and of Bhattoji Diksita. They intetpret kiirake in the
conventional sense and therefore transpose the locative to nominative.
This siltra (1.4.23) is KauJ).qa Bhana's authority for stating that a
kiiraka (in the conventional technical sense) must be construed with an
activity.
Page 14,lines 21-23.
"The first vati suffix": [this is] prescribed by the rule tena
tulyam kriyii ced vatib: [It is here listed] because the rule which
prescribes it states [that the suffix is to be employed only] if what
is similar is an activity.
Notes. Tena tulyam kriyii ced vatib (Pii1J. 5.1.115) "The suffix vati [is
appended to a noun] in the sense of 'similarly thereto' if [that which is
similar is] an activity." Thus, briihma1Javat adhfte, 'he learns like a
Brahmin,' or, to make the construction explicit, 'He learns in a manner
similar to the manner in which a Brahmin learns.' This suffix may not
be appended when that which is similar is a quality. In place of
putre1Ja saha sthulab 'as fat as the son', one may not say 'putravat
sthulab'.
This suffix is called first vati to distinguish it from the second vati
prescribed by the rule tatra tasyeva (Pii1J. 5.1.116): "[The suffix vat in
the sense of] 'like' [is appended] to [a noun conveying a] locative or
genitive sense." Mathuriivat srughne priikiirab: 'a wall at srughna like
[the wall] at Mathurii..' The second vati is not construed with activity.
Page 14, lines 23-24.
"Under the governing rule dhiitu sambandhe": [here listed]
because there suffixes] are prescribed by the governing rule dhiitu
sarrzbandhe pratyayiib.
Notes. Dhiitusarrzbandhe pratyayiib (PiiiJ. 3.4.1): "suffixes where a
relation is to be expressed between [meanings of] roots." This is an
aphorism which is repeatedly understood in the sutras which follow.
Among the suffixes prescribed in the following sutras are satr (present
participle), ktvii, (continuative or so-called gerund etc.) For example,
in Mathuriiyiirrz vasan kr$1Ja7fl dadarsa: "living in Mathura he saw
lq~I_la," the participial suffix shows a relation of contemporaneity
between the activity of living and that of seeing. In bhuktvii svapiti:
''having eaten he sleeps," the continuative suffix shows a relation of
succession in the time between the activities of eating and speaking. All
such suffixes, by the very terms of the adhikiira siitra 3.4.1 must be
construed with a verbal root, i.e. with an activity.
18
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Page 14, lines 24-25.
"Uncompounded particle of negation": what is meant is the
uncompoundable or verbal particle of negation. The expression
['uncompounded] cannot be taken literally, because [a nominal
particle of negation] while it may be construed with the following
member of a compound may also be uncompounded since the
forming of compounds is optional.
Notes. The technical term nafi refers to all forms, na-, a-, and an-.
These particles are regarded not as three separate morphemes but as
one morpheme with its three allomorphs. This word is sometimes a
verbal negation (prasajya-prati$edhiya nafi), in which case only the
form na is used; and sometimes a nominal negation (paryudasa nafi),
in which case all three forms -na -an -a may be used.
The use of the terms for the different types of negation goes back to
Mimatp.sa exegesis. A prasajya negation is literally the negation of
something that would otherwise 'be implied', e.g. na kalafijarrz
bhalcyayet. 'one may not eat kalafija. '
In such a negation the particle is always construed with the verb. A
paryudasa negation is one which 'rules out' one object, quality etc. in
favour of another, e.g. na BrahmaiJaiJ, kirrztu lcyatriyaiJ. In such a
negation the particle is not construed with a verb. In both types of
negation the particle may be uncompounded, but in verbal negation it
cannot be compounded; it is here not simply asamasta
(uncompounded) but samasayogya (uncompoundable ). To avoid
misunderstanding of the kiirikii, Kaunqa Bhatta substitutes the more
specific epithet.
Page 14, lines 25-27; Page 15, lines 1-3.
One cannot argue that there is no evidence that the
uncompounded particle of negation is construed with an activity.
For it is negation of the activity that we apprehend in such
sentences as 'you do not cook,' 'you two do not cook,' 'Caitra
does not cook,' 'the pot does not come into origination.' For this
very reason, even in the presence of the pot, one can speak thus
[viz. 'the pot does not come into origination']. Similarly, in the
sentence 'pot does not exist,' it is the negation of existence that is
conveyed. There is no difference between the expression 'the pot
does not come into origination' and 'the pot does not exist' except
the difference in the root meanings. And thus, in the expression
'on the ground no pot' the verb asti 'exists' should be supplied.
Notes. The commentators show the point of these examples. If the
negation were to be construed with other than the activity in these
sentences, then it must furnish a negation of 'you,' 'you two,' etc ..
Thus, the agent of the activity would be a negation, as in the
expression ghatabhavo 'sti ('the negation of the pot exists'). And since
a negation cannot be specified as of first or second person, the verb
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would take the third person singular and the usage na tvarrz pacasi etc.
would be wrong.
Kaul).q.a Bhan:a gives a further reason to prove that prasajyaprati~edhiya nan must be construed with an activity. If the particle
were construed with a noun then the expression ghato na jiiyate would
mean 'the negation of the pot comes into existence,' which is absurd in
the condition of the presence of the pot. But, if we construe the
negation with activity, then even in the condition of the existence of the
pot we can say the pot does not come into origination, for it already
exists.
Page 15, lines 3-4.
The reason for the above is that in order to have a verbal
knowledge in which negation stands as qualificand it stands
established that the necessary cause is a presentment [to the
intellect of a notion] of activity deriving from a verbal root and
standing in a relation of qualifier. The remaining [discussion of this
problem] will be furnished in the chapter on negation.
Page 15, lines 7-9.
["The locative absolute": - ] because one can find a correct
construction [for the locative case ending only ] when it is
construed with that which in Pfu)ini's sutra - yasya ca bhiivena
bhiivala/cya7J.am is referred to by the word bhiiva, which word has
the sense of bhiivanii (productive operation, activity). And in the
next following sfltra [concerning the genitive of disrespect, viz.,]
~~!hi ciiniidare [PiilJ.. 2.3.38] the expressionyasya ca bhiivena is
continued implicitly by force of the particle ca. [Accordingly, the
genitive of disrespect also must be construed with an activity].
Notes. Yasya ca bhiivena bhiivala/cya1J.am (PiilJ.. 2.3.37):
"[the locative case ending is appended to a participle or noun] when its
activity (bhiiva) serves to characterize [another] activity." Thus, go~u
duhyamiiniisu gataJ:z: "[while] the cows [were] being milked he left.''
The activity here possessed by the cows is their being milked and this
activity serves to characterize, by setting its time, the activity of
leaving. Hence, the noun gaul:z and the participle duhyamiinii are given
the locative ending. This case-ending can be construed only with the
activity of being milked.
$a~!hi ciiniidare (PiilJ. .2.3.38): "And [to a participle or noun when its
activity serves to characterize another activity] if [this other activity is
treated] with disrespect the genitive case-ending [may be used
optionally instead of the locative]." Thus, rudatal:z priivriijft. "despite
his weeping [the other] one became a monk." Here again, the caseending can be construed only with an activity.
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Page 15, lines 9-10.
As regards "correct construction," its nature will be discussed
later on.
Page 15, lines 10-13.
"With an activity". The meaning is as follows. In such [contexts]
as [Patafijali's comment on] the rule bhuviidayo dhiitava~ (1.3.1)
etc. the word kriyii generally has the meaning 'activity.'
Accordingly, it is to this [meaning] that its denotative function
points. Granted that there is occasional use of the word kriyii in
the meaning 'result,' viz., 'that which is done,' this being the
etymological, meaning [of the word kriyii], still, a word in its
conventional sense presents a meaning without further
requirements and so is stronger [than when used in an
etymological sense]. Accordingly, we must conclude that a proper
construction [of the foregoing eight grammatical types] subsists
with activity only.
Notes. An objector might agree that roots are denotative of kriyii but
insist that the word kriyii here means result, not activity. There is no
denying the fact that the word kriyii may mean result. The suffix sa
(=a) is added to kr in the passive sense (PiilJ. 3.3.100). Thus, the word
kriyii means that which is produced, i.e. result.
To this objection, KauJ?9-a Bha~ replies that when in doubt we must
take the conventional sense to predominate over etymological senses,
for the latter require a knowledge of the component parts and of the
rules of grammar; they also require time for the mind to apply this
knowledge. The conventional sense, on the other hand, presents itself
to 'the mind immediately, making no requirements: rii4hir yogam
apaharati. Thus, kriyii here is to be taken as activity and it is with
activity that the eight grammatical types listed in the kiirikii are to be
construed.
Page 15, lines 13-14.
It is for this reason, namely, the predominance of conventional
meaning, that it is concluded in the ninth chapter of the Piirva
Mimiir!lsa [Jaimini 9 .11.23] that the Rathantara chant must be
sung to the verses which are in the Uttarii section of the
Samaveda and not to the verses which next follow (i.e. which are
uttarii~) in the Vedic text.
Notes. In connection with the Jyoti~~oma sacrifice, we have the
scripture rathantaram uttarayo~ giiyati: 'one sings the Rathantara
chant to the two uttarii verses'. The question arises what the word
uttarayo~ means.Does it mean that the Rathantara chant should be .
sung to the two verses which next follow? In this case the word uttarii
would be taken in its etymological sense of 'later' or 'next,' or does it
mean that the Rathantara chant should be sung to the verses that are
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read in the Uttara, that is, the second section of the Siimaveda? In this
case, the word uttarii would be taken in its conventional or technical
sense.
The Mimatpsa decides in favour of the conventional sense. The
etymological sense, they say, requires the contrasting term 'former'
(piirva) in order to be selected. The conventional sense makes no
requirements but is clear by itself alone.
Page 15,lines 14-18.
Moreover [in a verbal root] the partial [meaning] result is a
qualifier of [the meaning] activity, just as the kiirakas are in
certain cases. There is a maxim that "qualities [subordinate entities]
can never be related to each other, for they are dependent on
something [i.e. a primary entity], and are thus in parallel position''
(Jaimini 3.1.22). Accordingly, [result and kiirakas] have no
relation to each other but both follow after the activity, as all the
servants follow after the king. Again, there is a maxim "a beggar
shall not beg alms of another beggar, if there is one [to beg from]
who is not a beggar."
In accordance with this, even the Mimatpsakas realize that the
kiirakas have no connection with result but follow after the
productive operation(= activity).
Page 15, lines 18-21.
And thus, the following cause-effect relation is established. In
order to have a verbal knowledge in which a kiiraka stands as
qualifier, the necessary cause is a presentment [to the intellect of a
notion] of activity in a relation of qualificand, deriving from a
verbal root. And hence, even where an activity stands as qualifier,
e.g. in paktii (a cook) and piicaka/:l (a cook), in that case also, in
accordance with the established cause-effect relation the kiirakas
are construed with the activity. This is explained in detail in the
Bhii$a1Ja.

Notes. In the case of the verb, where activity stands as qualificand the
kiirakas are no doubt construed with activity. But what is the case
when the activity stands as qualifier to something else? The kiirakas are
still construed with the activity. Take the examples odanasya paktii
and odanasya piicakal:z: 'a cook of rice.' Here, the nouns paktii and
piicaka/:l are formed from the root pac by adding the krt suffixes tr
and aka. These words are paraphrased as piikakriyiisraya/:l: 'a
substratum [i.e. agent] of the activity of cooking,' where the meaning
activity denoted by the root pac stands as qualifier and the meaning
agent denoted by the suffixes stands as qualificand. In the phrase
odanasya piicaka}J, the object denoted by the genitive case is still
construed with the activity of cooking although the activity stands as
subordinate to the agent denoted by the lqt suffix.
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Page 15, lines 21-23.
Some hold the view that such phrases as 'the jar on the
ground', 'Devadatta, the jar,' etc. are not correct, since we do not
find any construction [between the constituents] nor do we find
that the expectancy created [by the constituents of the phrase] is
satisfied [and the phrases cannot be correct] without these.
Notes. Some grammarians hold the view that isolated words or
constituents of a phrase cannot form a syntactic unity without a verb to
unite these constituents. Thus, the phrase bhutale ghatah requires the
verb asti and the phrase devadatto ghatam requires some suGh verb as
karoti. The phrase 'some hold ' [kecit tu] suggests that Kaugqa Bhatta
disagrees with this view. According to him the verbs need not be
present for the phrases to be correct. They may be implied, and so
supplied.
Page 15, line 24-26.
[Introduction to Verse 18. The author of the verse now] presents
his own argument [to establish the theory set forth in the last two
verses].
Verse 18. If you say that the meaning denoted by the suffix vati
may also be construed with the minor term [of a syllogism] and
that a kiiraka may be construed with the negative particle etc.
then you should give up the supplying of the verb sprh with the
dative fpu~pebhya}J ].
Notes. The verse is directed against the Naiyayikas. They held the view
that the first vati suffix [Pa~. 5.1.115] and some kiirakas need not be
construed with an action. They used such examples as parvato
vahniman mahanasavat, 'the mountain [is] possessed of fire like a
kitchen hearth.' Here, according to the Nyaya, the meaning similarly
denoted by the suffix vati is construed with the meaning denoted by
'kitchen hearth' and not with an activity. Similarly, in the phrase
bhutale na ghatah 'no jar on the ground,' the kiiraka denoting locus is
construed with negation and not with an action. According to the
Nyaya, the phrase bhutale na ghatah means bhutaladhikara~a
nirfipitadheyatvabhavavan ghatah: 'ajar, [is] possessed of an absence
of superstratumness described by the locus ground.'
However, the author of the verse objects to this view on the ground
that the Naiyayikas are not consistent. In some cases they hold that a
kiiraka can stand without a verb being supplied, while in other cases
they say that a kiiraka does not form a syntactically complete idea
unless a verb is supplied. They say that the phrase pu~pebhya}J: '[he
has a desire] for flowers' is an elliptical one. The verb sprhayati must
be supplied to make the idea syntactically complete. According to the
Naiyayikas, it is not an omitted meaning [arthadhyahara] nor some
verb synonymous with sprhayati [viz. a sabdadhyahara] which is to be
supplied, but the actual verb sprhayati, for Pagini's rule (1.4.26)
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prescribes the dative after a noun referring to that which is desired
when the specific root sprh is used to denote desire. Now, the
grammarians say that if you go against one rule, namely, that kiirakas
can be construed with action alone, why not go against another rule
and agree that pu~pebhya]J used alone is correct when the omitted
meaning, not the actual word sprhayati is supplied.
Page 15, line 27; Page 16, lines 1-2.
If such phrases as 'the mountain [is] possessed of fire because [it
possesses] smoke like a kitchen hearth,' 'a pot [is] not on the
ground,' and from the word 'et cetera' [of the verse one may add]
'a pot [is] on the ground,' are admitted to be correct and to have a
construction [without supplying a verb], even when this goes
against a rule of grammar, then you should give up the supplying
of the verb sprh with a dative [like 'for flowers']. When there is
no difference in regard to obeying a rule, it is senseless to make a
[half girl] half old woman [by accepting a rule in one case and
rejecting a rule in another].
Page 16, lines 3-5.
[Introduction to Verse 19. The author of the verse says] that in
the same manner suffixes such as ini etc., prescribed [by P~ini
5.2.87] in such senses as agent etc., are construed only with an
action.
Verse 19. Just as the inseparable (avigrahii) action [denoted by
the root gam] in the word gata is construed with the object
griimam [in the phrase griimall'l gata]J], just so the activity
[denoted by the root krl in the phrase krtapilrvf [ka(am: 'one who
has made a mat before'] is connected [with the object katam ].
Notes. The three words iidi, which I have left untranslated to avoid
confusion, merely indicate that other cases could be cited, e.g., for
gam, tyaj; for gata, tyakta; for griimam, nagaram etc.
The effect of the verse is to extend the scope of a doctrine which
Kaul)~a Bhana has already mentioned: that even when the activity
denoted by a root is subordinate to the agent, object, etc. denoted by a
suffix, a kiiraka, denoted by a separate word with oblique case ending,
is still construed with the action, not with the denotandum of the
suffix. This holds true not only in cases like griimall'l gata]J: 'he has
gone to the village,' where the kiiraka, griimam, is construed with gam
rather than with the suffix kta, but also in cases arising from P~ini
5.2.87.
P~ini 5.2.87 says sapilrviic ca: "and [the suffix ini (-in)] is
appended to the word (pilrva when it occurs in a compound] with a
word preceding." The suffix ini here has the sense of agent. Thus,
krtapilrvf kafam: 'he who has made a mat before,' bhuktapilrvi
odanam: 'he who has already eaten rice.'
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The construction of the two examples can be best shown by semantic
paraphrase, thus, griimaf!l gatal) = griimakarmaka-gamaniisrayal): 'a
substratum (viz., agent) of an activity of going of which a village is the
object.' v rtapiirvf ka{am = ka{ani~{hotpatty-anukiilavyiipiiriisrayal): 'a
substrat... I 1viz., agent) of an activity favourable to a production which
resides in a mat.'
The use of the word avigraha, 'inseparable,' and its rendering by
Kam;u~.a Bhana in what follows as gu1Jfbhiita, 'subordinate,' is in
accordance with the Viirtika and Bhii~ya on Pagini 2.1.1. The
underlying theories are important and may best be explained here.
Pfu)ini's rule 2.1.1 samarthal) padavidhil) says simply that any word
formation (padavidhil)) prescribed by grammar must be applied to
words which are co-ordinate (samartha). Among these formations are
compounds. Now, when a compound is prescribed, e.g. a genitive
tatpuru~a. this means that such a compound as riijapuru~a is to be
made, but that where no co-ordination or link exists between the two
elements, e.g., as between the riijan of puru~o riijfial) and the bhiiryii
of bhiiryii devadattasya, no compound can be formed.
The question thus arises as to what co-ordination is. Among other
pronouncements the Viirtika states that if a compound contains a
· member that is dependent (siipelqa) on something outside the
compound, the compound lacks co-ordination. (siipelqam asamarthavat). Thus, where we mean to say 'the man of the rich king' we
cannot form a compound and say rddhasya riijapuru!faiJ, for the
element riijan of the compound would be dependent on rddhasya. A
compound or any other vrtti, according to the grammarians expresses a
single complex meaning (ekiirthfbhiiva). Any word that modifies the
compound must modify the whole, not a part of it. The parts of a
compound, being inseparable (avigraha) from the whole, cannot have
modifiers outside the compound.
Patafijali qualifies these statements in several ways to make them
accord with usage, everyone admits that sundaro riijapuru~al): 'a
handsome king's man' is good usage. One could, of course, argue that
the adjective sundara modifies the single idea expressed by the
compound, but our natural feeling is that sundara modifies puru~a. 'a
handsome man of the king.' Thus, Patafijali allows a word outside the
compound to modify one member of the compound if that is the
predominant (pradhiina) member. In tatpuru!fa compounds the final
member is regarded predominant.
The old rule that a word outside cannot modify an inseparable
(avigraha) member of a word formation noun becomes a rule that it
cannot modify a subordinate (gu1Jibhiita) member. Hence, the gross of
avigraha by gulJfbhiita.
However, our difficulties are not done.· In a number of formation
such as griimalfl gatal), krtapiirvf katam, devadattasya gurukulam, a
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word outside the formation is indeed construed with the subordinate
member. These cases too are allowed. Kaul).9-a Bhana now tells us why.
Page 16, lines 6-8.
Avigraha means that of which the graha, i.e., cognition, is not
received separately, in other words, subordinate. And just as in
the phrase gramaf!l gata}J, the action [denoted by the root gam],
although it is subordinate to the meaning [agent] of the suffix kta,
is construed with the object grama, so also the action [denoted by
the root lq] in the phrase krtapiirvf [katam] which action is
subordinate to the meaning denoted by the suffix ini etc., [is
construed with the object kata].
Notes. In line 7, for Ktapralqtyartha read Ktapratyayarthagu etc.
Page 16, lines 8-11.
It should not be argued that in the case of vrtfis it will be later
established that the denotative function belongs to the whole, that
the meaning action, being comprised within the whole, forms only
a part of the whole meaning, and that there can therefore be no
construction [of something outside the compound] with this [part];
because such construction is allowable in cases where [the
subordinate member stands in] a constant relation of expectancy
[to the outside word] e.g. devadattasya gurukulam: 'Devadatta's
teacher's family' and caitrasya napta: 'caitra's son's son.' The
examples bhoktuf!l paka}J: 'a cooking for eating' and bhuktva
paka}J: 'a cooking on having eaten' should be explained in the
same way.
Notes. The permission for such construction is given by Patafijali on
Pfu).ini 2.1.1. In the case of devadattasya gurukulam the mention of a
teacher always gives rise to the expectation of a pupil, for there cannot
be a teacher without pupil. Hence, a relation of nityasG.pelcyatva
subsists between devadatta and the portion guru of the compound.
Caitrasya napta falls under the same category. Napta, 'grandson,' is
defined as putrasya putra}J, so the phrase is equivalent to Caitrasya
putraputra}J, where Caitra is construed with the first word 'putra. '
One may remark that it requires a broad interpretation of Patafijali's
permission to justify bhuktva paka}J. But the permission is often more
grossly abused than this. In classical poetry, whenever a subordinate
member of a compound is construed with a word outside the compound
the commentators invariably say sapelcyatve 'pi gamakatvat samasa}J,
whether this relation of mutual expectancy is constant or not.
Page 16, lines 12-14.
[Introduction to Verse 20.] Fearing that this [permission] may
lead too far, [the author of the verses] removes the difficulty [as
follows]:
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Verse 20. If you object that [the suffixes] denoting the sense of
the suffix lqtvas would be employed like the suffixes tvii and
tumun, we reply that they are so employed in some cases. [The
difficulty of] unwarranted license should not be raised because
usage is the fmal resort.
Notes. Pataiijali's permission to construe the subordinate element of a
complex form (vrtti) with a word outside has been extended to such
phrases as bhuktvii piika]J and bhokturrz. piika]J. Why should we not
also allow dvi]J piika]J: 'a twice cooking?' The suffix of dvi]J is sue, one
of the suffixes with the meaning of the suffix lqtvas; see Verse 16 and
notes.
The Siddhantin answers that forms with lq-tvortha suffixes are
occasionally so construed. Thus, P~ini and Pataiijali use the phrases
dvir vacanam: 'use of word twice,' dvi]J prayoga: 'twice an utterance.'
The fact remains that Sanskrit idiom approves dvau piikau: 'two
cookings' and not dvi]J piika]J: 'twice cooking.' The number is
construed with the action in frozen form (siddharflpa) denoted by the
suffix ghaii of piika rather than with the activity in durative form
(siidhyariipa) denoted by the root pac.
The Siddhantin refuses to face this difficulty and revise the rules of
P~ini to accord more perfectly with the idiom of the language. He
simply says that usage (abhidhiina) is the fmal criterion. The old rules,
literally interpreted, allow many forms and constructions which are
never found. This is not unwarranted license (atiprasanga), because
usage is enough to prevent our employing such forms.
Page 16, lines 15-18.
[The following objection may be made]. In the phrases bhokturrz.
piika]J, bhuktvii piika]J etc. the suffixes tumun, tvii etc., are
prescribed by Pii1J. 3.3.10: tumun1Jvulau kriyiiyiim kriyiirthiiyiim
and Pii1J. 3.4.21: samiinakartrkayo]J pilrvakiile, [that is to say, are
prescribed] for instances where there is an accompanying word
denotative of action at a time prior [in the case of tumun] or
posterior [in the case of tvii] to the two actions [in questions].
Accordingly. tumun and tvii come into being in dependence upon
this [prior or posterior action,] which is subordinate. [e.g. -tum in
bhokturrz. piika]J comes into being because of the prior action
denoted by the element pac in piika]J.]
Notes. Pii1J. 3.3.10: tumun1Jvulau kriyiiyiirrz. kriyiirthiiyiim "The suffixes
tumun (-tum) and 1JVUI (-aka) [are appended to a verbal root in the
sense of futurity] when there is an [accompanying word expressive of]
action which has as its purpose the action [denoted by the aforesaid
verbal root]." e.g. bhokturrz. vrajati, bhojako vrajati: 'he goes away to .
eat.'
Pii1J. 3.4.21 samiinakartrkayo]J purvakiile "[the suffix ktvii (-tvii)] is
appended to [a verbal root which expresses] the prior time of two
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[verbal roots] which have the same agent." E.g. bhuktva vrajati;
having eaten, he goes away.'
Page 16, lines 18-21.
In just the same way the suffixes with the meaning of lqtvas
would come into being [in dependence on a subsidiary element
denoting sadhya action]. Thus, for eka]J piika]J one would apply
PalJ. 5.4.19 ekasya sakre ea; for dvau pakau or traya]J or
eatvara]J fpaka]J] one would apply Pal}. 5.4.18 dvitrieaturbhya]J
sue and in the case of five cookings one would use the suffix
lqtvas. The result would be the phrases sakrt paka]J, dvi]J, tri]J,

eatu]J pakii]J [and pafiealqtva]J pakii]J]
But the implication of this argument is one that we welcome,
for we see [that the masters have used] such expressions as dvir
vaeanam 'use of a word twice.'
Notes. Pal}. 5.4.19: ekasya sakre ea: "[In the counting of actions] sakrt
is substituted for the word eka and [the suffix sue is appended, but
drops by 8.2.23]." Pal}. 5.4.18 dvitrieaturbhya]J sue: "[In counting the
recurrences of an action,] after the numerals dvi, tri, and eatur the
suffix sue [is appended]."
Suffix lqtvas: see Pal}. 5 .4.17.
Page 16, lines 21-22.
By [the latter half of the verse] 'unwarranted license' etc. the
author states that [Patafijali's permission does] not lead too far
because such forms are not used. [In other words] the objection is
answered by the principle which a competent [Sanskritist] uses
when he says "the root vac is not used in the 3rd person plural."
Notes. The rules of grammar exhibit nothing to prevent our using
vaeanti for 'they say' just as we use vadanti. But a competent
Sanskritist does not use vaeanti. In the way he will not use sakrt paka]J
etc.
An interesting book could be written on forms and constructions
which are not forbidden by the grammarians but are not used.
Anabhidhanat: 'because such forms are not used': literally,
'because such forms do not [in actual fact] transmit the [intended]
meanings.'
Page 16, lines 23-27.
Some people [solve the difficulty as follows. They] hold that the
word kriya (action) in PalJ. 5.4.17 kriyabhyavrttigal}ane is [prima
facie] useless, for it is only an action that can be recurrent and one
could understand 'action' [by implication] from that [viz. from the
word abhyavrtti: 'recurrence']. Accordingly, that [word 'action'
must be used in 5.4.17 for an ulterior purpose, and this] is to give
us to understand [a special kind of action, namely,] an action
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whose nature is limited to the durative aspect. And we do not
cognize such a kind of action [i.e. sadhya action] from the word
ptika, [its suffix ghaii giving us rather a cognition of frozen
activity]. Hence, there is no unwarranted license [for the usage
sa/q1: paka}J]. [Those who follow this explanation take dvirvacana
as an exception.] They say that dvirvacana is to be justified by
[reference to the passage where] its etymology [is given by
Patafijali; viz.,] dvi}J prayogo dvirvacanam or by [the occurrence
of dvirvacana in PatJ. 1.1.59] dvirvacane 'ci which implies that
the phrase, although irregular, is correct.
Page 16, lines 28-29.
[Introduction to Verse 21.] Objection: - In conclusion, it is
necessary [to admit] that the denotative function [of the tin
suffixes] conveys the meaning [productive operation] because
those [the Mimfunsakas] who have taken the denotative function
of the tin suffixes [to convey the meaning productive operation so]
understand [them]. How, then, can one conclude that the root
alone denotes action and not the tin suffixes? To meet this
objection the following verse is given.
Notes. The final criterion of what a word or word element means is
simply what people understand when they hear it. If a child
understands that he is being called when his father says 'come, Rfuna,'
the meaning of the 'Rama' in this sentence is the child and not a divine
hero. Similarly, it may be argued, that if there are persons who
understand productive operation on hearing the -ti of pacati, that is
what this suffix must mean.
Page 17 ,lines 1-2.
Verse 21. The correctness [of forms] is dependent upon
differences in discriminative feature (upadhi) which [in tum] are
relations between distinguisher ·(i.e. qualifier) and that to be
distinguished (i.e. qualificand). And even in absence of that
[correct form] the verbal knowledge [of action from the tin
suffixes] is not denied here [in the grammatical system] or The
correctness of [forms] is dependent upon the particularity of
distinctive feature.
Notes. According to Nagesa [cf. Laghumafiju~a. p. 746], this verse is
from the Vakyapadiya. It is not found in the present editions of that
work.
The word bhedya literally means to be distinguished i.e. viSeyya
(qualificand) and the word bhedaka means distinguisher i.e. vise~a1Ja
i.e. qualifier. Thus, the word bhedyabhedakasa.,bandha stands for .
vise~yavise~a1Jasa.,bandha:
a relation between qualifier and
qualificand. The word upadhi means a property which serves to
distinguish one thing from other. Now vise~yavise~a1Jasa.,bandha is a
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kind of upii.dhi which serves to distinguish a correct form from an
incorrect fonn.
An example will clarify the meaning of these terms. From a
knowledge and the words by which it is represented gha{atvavisi~ta
gha{a, 'pot as distinguished by potness' we may elicit by analysis the
following entities.
1) a substance, pot
2) a generic character 'potness'
3) a relation by which entity 2) resides in entity 1)
4) a word 'ghata'
5) a generic character 'ghata'-ness
6) a relation by which 5) inheres in 4 ).
Now, of the above entities 2) serves to distinguish 1) from a cloth etc.;
5) serves to distinguish the phonemic sequence gh-a-t-a from such
phonemic sequences as p-a-{-a. It is only by the fact 1) and 4) are so
distinguished that we can say that word gha{a is correctly used of a pot
and incorrectly used of a cloth. In other words, it is 3) and 6) that act
as the distinctive features of our correctness of speech in representing
the aforesaid knowledge.
This correctness, according to KauJ?.<;la Bha!!a has no invariable
connection with communication. Two persons may communicate by
solicisms if their errors happen to agree.
Page 17, lines 3-7.
'To be distinguished': qualificand. 'Distinguisher': qualifier. The
correctness [of fonns] is dependent upon the particularity of the
relation between these two. To explain more fully: the traditional
science of grammar has as its aim [the forming of] correct words.
But, for the Mimatp.sakas, who say that denotative power is a
property assumed [to belong to words] only insofar as it limits
[their meaning] when they are correctly formed, being meaningful
is the same as being correct, and if we are to argue along these
lines, it is only a decision as to correctness that can be called a
decision as to denotative power. [On the other hand] if it is argued
that denotative power is different [from correctness], then too it
would certainly be incorrect to use the tin suffix in the sense of
action.
Notes. If the ~unatp.sakas hold that the denotative power belongs only
to those words that are authorized by grammar and maintain that the
denotativeness of the words depends upon the correctness then they
will have to admit that the tin suffixes have no denotation of action
because in that sense tin suffixes are not authorized by grammar. On
the other hand, if the Mimatp.sakas argue that denotativeness or nondenotativeness has nothing to do with correctness, the grammarians are
ready to admit that the tin suffixes are denotative of productive
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operation, but they will further add that the use of the tin suffixes in
this sense is incorrect.
Page 17, lines 7-9.
And thus, just as if the instrumental were used in the sense of
the dative, if the tin suffixes are used to denote action which is [in
fact] denoted by the root, then those who are proficient in other
systems [i.e. the Mimal!lsakas] will have to perform penance
prescribed for transgressing the prohibition 'one must not speak
falsely', for they will have used incorrect words in a sacrificial
act.
Notes. The man who uses incorrect words in a sacrificial act commits a
sin and must perform a rite of expiation.
Page 17, lines 9-12.
Objection: -According to you, the prohibition 'one must not
speak falsely' will not apply specifically to the sacrificial act but
will apply to a man [in general] by force of direct statement; since
the agent is [directly] denoted by the tin suffix. [It is true that]
from context [the prohibition] would apply to the sacrificial act but
the [context] is ruled out being at variance with the direct
statement.
Answer: -the objection is already removed by the declaration
that "the meaning denoted by the tin suffixes functions as
qualifier." For the meaning agent, being subordinate is not
competent to take the meaning prohibition [or negation] as
subsidiary to itself. On the other hand, the meaning action, being
predominant is competent and therefore by force of context [the
prohibition] applies to the sacrificial act.
Notes. In the chapter Darsapiill).amasa of the Mimiif!lsiisutra, we have
a scriptural text niinrtaf!l vadet: 'one must not speak falsely.' In
regard to this text, the question arises whether the prohibition applies to
the context, i.e. to the sacrifice, or to a man in general.
On this question the Piirvapak~in, according to the Sahara's
commentary says that the prohibition is purn~iirtha, applicable to a
man in general. His argument is that while the context suggests that
the prohibition applies to the sacrificial act laid down in the
Darsapiill).a-masa chapter, the direct statement (Sr:uti) tells us that the
prohibition is applicable to a man in general because the verb vadet
directly denotes the meaning agent Direct statement is more powerful
than context Therefore, the prohibition is purn~iirtha.
In reply, the Mimiil!lsa siddhantin points out that the tin suffixes
directly denote the meaning productive operation and not the meaning
agent or object. The meaning agent is only implied, not denoted, and
what is understood through implication cannot be regarded as directly
stated. Therefore, direct assertion (srnti-pramiil}a) has no place here
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and context comes into play which tells us that the prohibition is
kratvartha, applicable to the sacrificial act.
Now the theory of the grammarians will go against the above
conclusion because according to the grammarians in the verb vadet the
tin suffix directly denotes the meaning agent, and thus by force of
direct statement (srutz) the prohibition will apply to a man in general.
To this, subtlety KauJ)<}.a Bhana answers that he has already shown
that the meaning denoted by the tin suffixes functions as a qualifier.
The meaning of the tin suffixes is presented as dependent on the
meaning action denoted by the root. The semantic paraphrase of the
verb va4et will be ekakartrka-prera-t;ii-vi~ayfbhuta vadanakriya: 'an
action of speaking which is an object of injunction and of which there is
a single agent.' We see here that the meaning agent is a qualifier of the
meaning action and hence subordinate to that meaning.
Now the prohibition or negation can be construed with the meaning
action which stands as syntactically predominant but not with the
meaning agent which is subordinate to action. If the subordinate
meaning could be construed with other meanings then the sentence
rajapuru~amanaya, 'bring the king's man,' would mean 'bring the
king'. The negation is not directly construed with the agent. So, it
cannot be said that by force of direct statement the prohibition applies
to a man in general. Rather, by force of context the prohibition applies
to the acts described in the Darsap'iiff)amasa chapter and since tin
suffixes are employed in that act, the Mimfup.saka who misuses them is
liable to penance.
Page 17, lines 13-15.
Or let it be incumbent on a man as connected with the sacrifice
because so far as the performance of the sacrifice is concerned
there is no difference, just as the injunction laid down by the
Mantra in the sentence 'yawning, one should recite the words
'Mayi dalcyakratil'. Other instances are explained at length in my
Bhu~a1Ja.

Notes. In connection with Darsap'iiff)amasa sacrifice, there is a
scriptural text 'yawning one should recite the words 'Mayi
dalcyakratil.' In regard to this, there arises the question whether what is
enjoined here applies to the Darsap'iiff)amlisa sacrifice or to a man in
general.
On this question the Mimarp.sa PUrvapak~in says: the injunction
applies to a man in general because the agent is directly denoted by the
sanae suffix which is added to the frequentative root jafijabhya, while
the sacrifice is indicated only indirectly by context. Direct assertion is
more powerful than context. Therefore, the injunction applies to a man
in general.
Siddhantin answers that the recitation of the words 'Mayi
dalcyakratil' should not be divorced from the context. Rather, the
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injunction applies to a yawning man in general in connection with the
sacrifice. The siddhantin grants that when the direct assertion comes
into conflict with context, it prevails over context, but when these two
are not in contradiction they are both applicable and come into play
jointly. Here, there is no contradiction because the injunction will apply
to a man by force of direct statement and it will apply to the sacrifice
by force of context. If we apply both direct statement and context we
find that the injunction applies to a man connected with sacrifice, and
not to a man in general.
In the same way, Kau1_1qa Bhana argues that the prohibition 'one
should not speak falsely' may apply to a man as connected with a
sacrificial act and not to a man in general. And thus, this prohibition
does not stand against the grammarian's theory that the tifl suffixes
denote agent.
Page 17,1ines 15-18.
Now, it may be objected that if the tifl suffixes are incorrect in
denoting productive operation, one would not understand the
meaning action from them since verbal knowledge of word
denotation presupposes the knowledge of correctness [of the
words]. It is to meet this objection [that the author of the verse]
says 'the verbal knowledge etc.'. There may be a verbal
knowledge even where a word is incorrect, from its being
mistaken for what is correct as in case of corrupt [or dialect]
words. However, [the corrupt form which gives rise to the
knowledge] will still be incorrect. This is the meaning of the
passage. In reality, knowledge of correctness is not the cause of
denotativeness nor is the decision that [a form is] different from
the correct one a preventative [of denotativeness in words]. We
shall discuss this further under the verse asiidhur anumiinena
[verse 37 in Saktinirr.zaya].
Notes. The Naiyayikas and the Mimfupsakas hold the view that
whatever is denotative is correct. Corrupt words are not denotative;
therefore, they are incorrect. The Naiyayikas add further corrupt words
like giivi etc. appear to be denotative of the meaning cow because they
remind us of correct words like go etc. The grammarians refute this
view as follows. If the corrupt words have no denotative function they
would convey no meaning. It does not help to say that they remind us
of correct words and through those they are denotative, because
ignorant persons who do not know the correct words understand the
meaning from incorrect ones. According to the grammarians, the
correct word 'go' and the corrupt word 'giivi' both are denotative of
the meaning cow. The only difference is that the use of corrupt words
leads to the religious demerit, whereas the use of correct word leads to
merit.
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Page 17, lines 19-20.
Here ends the chapter of the Bhii~al}asiira on the denotation of
the tin suffixes and roots composed by Kam;u'a Bhana the son of
Rangoji Bhana.
(the end)
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